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A screenshot of the video: an Islamic State fighter shows hand grenades part of the cache the U.S. 
tried to deliver to Kurdish fighters in Kobane. 

 
WASHINGTON – On Wednesday, Pentagon Spokesman Army Col. Steve 

Warren confirmed that a second bundle of equipment meant to reach Kurdish fighters 

in Kobane, on the Syrian border, went astray. 

“There’s always gonna be some margin of error in these operations,” Warren said. That 

is why, as he explained, they “routinely overload these aircrafts.” 

Although he did not explain what caused the problem, Warren pointed out that “this 

kind of operations is extremely complex,” and there are several aspects to take into 

account, such as weather conditions.   

 



Warren said that these bundles usually have “medical, some small arms, some hand 

grenades.” 

 

The video - The issue rose after a media group loyal to the Islamic State uploaded a 

video with a masked militant showing a cache with U.S. military supplies. According to 

the video, the cache contained hand grenades, ammunitions and rocket-propelled 

grenade launchers. 

The video became known thanks to the SITE Intelligence Group, which monitors 

jihadist social media. 

 

 
The SITE tweet that drew attention to the video 

 

“I have no reason to doubt that that video is original,” said Warren. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjFPxegjgGo


The situation in Kobane - The United States started dropping supplies to Kurdish 

fighters defending Kobane on Sunday. According to Warren, 28 caches have been 

dropped and 26 reached friendly forces on the ground. 

In a news release Monday, U.S. military officials acknowledged launching one airstrike 

near Kobane that they said destroyed “a U.S. airdrop of Kurdish supplies” to prevent 

“these supplies from falling into enemy hands.” 

The past few weeks’ airdrops and airstrikes demonstrate that the fight for Kobane has 

become more and more important for the U.S.-led coalition that is trying to destroy the 

Islamic State.  

Kobane was not a U.S. strategic priority, Warren explained, but since a great numbers of 

militants are there, is now an important target: “Since our objective is to degrade and 

destroy the Islamic State, each militant we kill matters: we degrade IS by 1,” Warren 

said 

The city, on the border with Turkey, has been under siege by the Islamic State for 

weeks. In recent days the U.S. have targeted the area with dozens of airstrikes. 

 

The situation in Iraq – On the other side of the border, in Iraq, the Islamic State 

launched an assault to the Mosul dam. According to Warren “there was an offensive 

action by the enemy in the vicinity of Mosul dam, a combination of US air strikes and 

Iraqi forces were able to repel that.” 

On Tuesday and Wednesday the U.S.—led coalition conducted 12 airstrikes near Mosul 



dam, destroying a large IS unit, a mortar position, three vehicles and other targets, US 

Central Command said. 

The dam is the biggest in Iraq and, if destroyed or damaged, it could cause a major flood 

in Mosul and Baghdad. The IS have tried several times to gain control of this 

infrastructure, and they temporarily held the dam in August, until Kurdish fighters and 

Iraqi army, backed by U.S. airstrikes, defeated them in late August. 


